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In today’s increasingly regulated 

corporate environment, the cost of doing 

business is getting steeper by the day. 

Couple that with the unique concerns 

and vast intricacies associated with the 

healthcare industry, and the “cost of doing 

business” takes on an entirely new meaning. 

So it is no surprise that many top executives 

have found themselves begrudging the 

heavy fi nancial burdens complying with 

the U.S. Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 

(SOX) places on their organizations. This 

leaves some healthcare internal auditors 

with yet another challenge on their already 

over-fl owing plates — working proactively 

to ensure their organizations comply 

with SOX, while continually attempting 

to educate upper management on how 

compliance dollars being spent today will 

benefi t their organizations tomorrow and 

for years to come.

“SOX compliance serves as motivation 

for companies to do what they should have 

been doing all along,” says IIA President 

Dave Richards. “Although the costs may 

seem exorbitant now, the discoveries made 

through the process of taking a hard look at 

whether your internal controls are working 

as they should can not only yield increased 

effi ciencies, but also may very well help 

some organizations identify gaps that, left 

unaddressed, might prove catastrophic.” 

That being said, where is the proof that 

compliance pays in the long run? A recent 

survey conducted by Oversight Systems 

answers that and many other questions 

about the cost of SOX compliance, as well 

as the actual value it adds to organizations.  

  The survey polled 222 corporate 

fi nancial leaders in a variety of industries 

COMPLIANCE DOLLARS...

MONEY WELL SPENT?

and from across the United States whose 

titles included CFO, controller, treasurer, 

vice president, and director. The fi rst issue 

the survey addressed was whether the 

amount companies are actually spending 

on compliance is in line with what they had 

projected would be necessary. Over half the 

respondents – 54 percent – said they spent 

more than expected. Forty percent said 

they spent what they expected, and seven 

percent of the participants said they spent 

less than expected.

 Despite the high and largely 

underestimated costs of compliance, most 

fi nancial executives agreed that it was a 

good investment.  

 Although the feedback relating to 

shareholder value seemed mixed, the 

results of the survey clearly indicated 

that responders believed the SOX 

compliance process will serve to better their 

organizations in the long run. 

The key to ensuring that SOX 

brings about enduring change in the way 

corporations operate is to receive a fi rm 

commitment to compliance from the audit 

committee of the board of directors. The 

only way to receive commitment is through 

regular communication with the committee 

which will in turn lead to active involvement 

in SOX by its members. Fortunately, many 

of the executives interviewed have already 

opened up these lines of communication. 

The conclusion that can be drawn 

from the Oversight Systems survey and 

the overwhelming amount of SOX media 

coverage is that companies are discovering 

that the compliance journey itself can 

be enlightening and reaching the fi nal 

destination may prove invaluable.

For IIA survey information relating 

to SOX compliance and other pressing 
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Mark your 

calendar!

Plan on attending 

another premier 

AHIA educational 

offering.

2005 

ANNUAL 

CONFERENCE

October 8-12, 2005

Loews Vanderbilt Hotel

Nashville, TN

! 40 Workshops

! 4 Optional Sessions

! 2 General Sessions

! CIA Exam Review 

Course 

 Parts I, II, III  & IV

Visit www.ahia.org for 

web brochure and 

on-line registration.

Get in Tune!
AHIA 2005 Annual Conference

October 8-12, 2005
Loews Vanderbilt Hotel

Nashville,TN

internal audit issues and topics, please visit 

www.gain2.com to access Flash Surveys.   

!

Georgeann W. Doyna is a Senior Public 

Relations/Media Specialist with The Institute of 

Internal Auditors.


